


As world history illustrates, humans are compelled to

discover new frontiers. Our exploration of the space

frontier has already begun. The robotic missions of today

and the near future--combined with today's technological

advancements--are the first steps toward explorers again

venturing beyond low Earth orbit. Human missions back to
the Moon and to other destinations in our solar system,

such as the planet Mars and near Earth asteroids, will

become a reality in the 21 st Century, and NASA is leading

the way.
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In the not too distant future, people from our planet will again explore beyond the boundary of low Earth

orbit• Building on the experience of the Apollo, Space Shuttle, and International Space Station programs,

NASA and other national space agenc ies will send astronauts on missions lasting up to several years to

establish footholds away from Earth. The first missions Will be quite modest in scale, but gradually more

• - capable outposts could evolve.
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Stunning
Announcements

Life on Mars

On August 7, 1996, NASA scientists from the

Johnson Space Center stunned the world with news

that they believed they had discovered fossilized
bacteria in a meteorite that came from Mars. The

meteorite, known as ALH84001. and eleven others

similar to it have a unique chemistry suggesting

they all come from the same place in the solar

system. Another one of these meteorites,
EETA79001, contained gases which matched those

measured by Viking spacecraft that landed on Mars

in 1976. Life on another planet! The response

around the world was overwhelming. Not only

did planetary scientists debate the merits of the

claim, but political, religious and social leaders
discussed how this discovery impacted our lives
and beliefs.

Ice On the Moon

_ .On, March 5, 1998, scientists at NASA's Ames

" :_:t_t_izh Center announced that the Lunar

' r_E-Ctor spacecraft had detected large amounts
of'hydrogen near the north and south poles of the

Moon,_and that this hydrogen was most likely in

* the formof water ice trapped at the bottom of craters

• in permanently shadowed areas. Early estimates

placed the amount of ice at several hundred million
tons, however, recent analyses of the scientific data
have raised that estimate to several billion tons! If

there, this ice could support a large human presence

on the Moon for close to a hundred years by

supplying water and oxygen for life support, and

oxygen and hydrogen for rocket propellant.

"... thereisnothingsofarremovedfromus
tobebeyondourreachorsohiddenthatwe
cannotdiscoverit." ReneDescartes

Asteroid 1997 XF11

A week after the Prospector announcement the
world held its breath when a group of astronomers

announced that the mile-wide Asteroid 1997 XFll

would come close to, and possibly hit, the:Earth
on October 26, 2028. We had just witnessed What

the impact of comet Shoemaker-Levy had done to Top: M0rli0nmetebrit(_[ff_lOOf_,7 _:_i_:_ :: _:.:
Jupiter, and Hollywood was already promoting two Middle: Carb0noleringsfeaturinglayeredmineralrims0ndcarbonate

: _ ......new bloclcbuster movies about just such an impact globules.Thesecarbonateglobuleswerefounddeepinsidemeteorite

....!i_ :i::' _ :on Eartt/_:_Ltieki!_scmntnsts_!i_ :_et _ ,, '_ A1tt84001.Inset: Possiblefossilizedbacteriafoundwithinthe

Propulsion Laboratory calmed everyone _ars by ....... c0rb0n0teringsusinga hughres0ut_0nsconmnge ectr0nm_cr0sc0pe.

new calculations showing 1997 XF11 would miss Bottom: AsteroidIda0nditsmoon,0ate. ,:._y__:.:_._.....
Earth by a "comfortable distance." _':"_



Robotic Missions

Lead the Way

Left: MarsGlobal

Surveyorlaunches.
Below: MarsGlobal

Surveyorinorbit
aroundMars.

Few people realize that before Nell Armstrong set
foot on the lunar surface. NASA sent 19 robotic

spacecraft to the Moon to prepare the way. The

Ranger, Surveyor, and Lunar Orbiter programs

gathered information enabling scientists to

characterize the lunar environment and engineers

to build spacecraft, space suits, and lif-ei',,supp0rt

systems to make human explorat_6_p0slsible.

Robotic science and human exploration worked

hand in hand, resulting in the dramatic and

successful Apollo miss]ons. Once again, NASA

has a robotic spacecraft in orbit around the Moon,

and together with other missions to Mars and the

asteroid Eros, our robotic partners in exploration

are leading the way for humans to follow.

Lunar Prospector

On January 6, 1998, Lunar Prospector was

launched from Spaceport Florida's Pad46 at Cape

Canaveral. This is the first spacecraft that NASA

has sent to the Moon since the Apollo program•

Unlike the Apollo missions that flew above or

landed near the lunar equator, Prospector is in a

4

::_4;p01ar orbit investigating the entire Moon• While

: the media and the public have focused their

"attention on the possibilily of water ice at the lunar

poles, Prospector is also helping answer additional

scientific questions about the Moon. What is the

chemical composition of the entire hmar surface?

What is the Moon's origin and how has it evolved?
Are there resources on the Moon that could be used

by future human explorers? Theanswers to these

questions will help set the stage for further

exploration of the Moon. " "

Mars Globa!.: Surveyor
Mars Global Sma;evor was launched on November

7, 1996 from Cape Canaveral Air Station in

Florida. After reaching Mars in September 1997,

Surveyor fired its main rocket engine, slowing the

spacecraft and allowing the planet's gravity to

capture it into orbit. Once in orbit, Surveyor began

a series of aerobraking manuevers, using the air

resistance from the martian atmosphere to slow the

spacecraft and lower its orbit. This aerobraking

technique will allow the designs of future robotic
and human spacecraft to become smailer andless

expensive, since large propulsion systems w!l!i_0
longer be needed to decelerate at Mars. O9_i" the

course of a full martian year (687 days), Sff_Ipr . :

will return scientific data on Mars' atmosph_d .5_:_/, _- "' -
weather, surface features and mineral dtst!_btitlon;:'_'+:

and the magnetic_roperties of the planet.'9 ..;7_.... *,.:,-.,

Farlefh/uS_ctor_0ot_q0fi in0tbil0r0und,h,
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Mars Pathfinder

Mars Pathfinder was also launched from Cape

Canaveral on December 4, 1996. On July 4, 1997.

PathJTmter entered the martian atmosphere and

landed on the red planet. This was the first NASA

spacecraft to land on Mars since the _iking missions
in 1976. This mission was primarily an

engineering demonstration of key technologies and

concepts for eventual use in future missions

employing robotic scientific landers. However,

science instruments on Pathfinder measured the

gases in the martian atmosphere, monitored the

local weather conditions, and investigated the rocks

and soil surrounding the lander. Sojourner, a small,

solar powered microrover, was driven off the

Pathfinder lander by scientists at NASA's Jet

Propulsion Laboratory in California and was used

to conduct further technology experiments and to

make chemical analyses of rocks and soil. !

Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous ,_

The Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (I_EAR) _

mission, is the first mission to ever orbit an asteroid. -"

:_::3_ Asteroids are of interest for several reasons.
_: _ome of them may be debris left over fromthe " ;

: egmmngs of the solar sytem and cou'idcontam: :,

_ _S to the earhest processes that shaped the._"_ -

;; _:___ =__"'_ _" ' ' ls re. ._ : _:planets, mcludmg our Earth. A o, asteroldsa i.
the primary source of large bodies that collide with
Earth, greatly influencing the evolution of our

planet, its atmosphere and life. It is thoughtthat
asteroid collisions with Earth have been the cause

of several mass extinctions, including the end of :

the dinosaurs. Finally. asteroid materials, such as
nickel,iron metal or water could be used to further

human exploration and the development of space.

The small target of this mission, asteroid Eros 433,

will play a big part in expanding our understanding

of the solar syatem.

Future Robotic Missions

"Therearethingsthatareknownandthings
thatareunknown;inbetweenisexploration."

Anonymous

/

Other robotic spacecraft are:already befng*i:._+_fI - •

:designed and the next series of lmissions, _":;/Z_._)- _'*.;-_,; _'

:;possibly including sampling.!ice onthe
._ sbrface or returning rocksor soil

stages,.i.
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Humans in Space

While the robotic exploration of the solar system

has been mapped out in some detail, the human

exploration plan is a work in progress. Currently,

NASA's efforts in human space flight are focused

on the Space Shuttle and International Space

Station programs. Both of these programs are

important to the development Of,a capability for

human exploration beyond low_,arth orbit. The

I

: ow to
_ even ;M6 m

_ tS qessthan_,5.days away. by spacecraftand:i s
readil}:acCessible, the lunar surface has much io

offer as a stepping stone into the solar system. Not

only could_,the_Moon be ,used as a testbed for

Earth-orbit.-The

crew's trip will take4:_ mgnthsdel_, nding on .the
prolmlS_steifff_] _a_ the alignment of Earth

and :_lVlars._ As .the_:'erew reaches Mars, their

spacecraft will-enter:;Mar_.!at_nosphere, much like

the SpaceShuttle enters: Earth's atmosphere, and

land near, the waiting cargo. Because they have to

planetar2¢_surfac_iioPerations.. _,and equipment, but watt tor-ttie next opportunity,_.-,, _.._ .____^.,:__ ,_t°return,o ._. ,: : _io Earth,:the

__on.,,and e_l..0nng_t_ed planet.



Surface :A¢!ivities

urmg thelr_stays on a planetary surface,

explorati0n+ere_s will perform a wide assortment

of scientifie-taSkgpOn Mars for example, the search

for life, past 6tpresent. will be a major objective.
Other surface activities will include: exploring the
area around the

and soil

surface to

environment,

in the 1:
and ex

course, the
of their

maintaining

rovers to collect rock

up experiments on the
the radiation

aic or thermal activity

conducting analyses

itat laboratory. Of

to spend some
chores" and

systems.

"Createshipsandsailscapableofnavigating
thecelestialatmosphere,thenyouwillfindmen
to manthem,mennotafraidof thevast
emptinessofspace."JohannesKepler, 1611

rocket propellants for the lander spacecraft by

processing the minerals in the local soils, or in the

case of Mars, the gases in the atmosphere. Water,

or water ice, would be a substantial resource where

found. Also, plants could be grown in the local

soils to provide food, oxygen, and purified water

Living
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• for the life supi_ort systems, Just these initial steps

.... ,living_off_the-land• could reduce the cargo
_:_'_' :: much asia third, and
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Building the
Technology
Foundation Today

Though human exploration beyond low Earth orbit

will not occur until after the International Space
Station has been assembled and become

operational, engineers and scientists at NASA are

hard at work today developing and testing

technologies that will be critical for long duration

journeys into the solar system.

in a.mission beyond low Earth
the astronaut crew safe. healthy,

Life support systems must provide
and a liveable environment. For

missions of the pasi-(Mercu

i011o) and present (Shuttle)

vicm_ty

1: consum

carbon

the mission comes to an end. On long duration

missions, this type of life support system will not

work. Imagine the amount of space and weight

that several years worth of "groceries" _otlld take

up! Regenerative, or "'closed loop." life support

systems are currently being tested. These systems

recycle and reuse the air and water, and grow food

for the crew. In essence, these systems duplicate

what our biosphere on Earth does for us. Test

subjects have already lived for months at a time

inside sealed chambers, counting on regenerative

systems to supplement their air and water.

Eventually, these systems could be tested in a space

environment on the International Space Station.

Space Resources
As explorers of past eras ventured into new

territories, they relied on the natural resources there
to sustain themselves and their explorations. The

physical constraints of their ships, wagons, sleds,

or pack animals made it impossil_le fore'them to

bring everything that they wouid 7n_ to survive.
The amount of resources available in the new lands,

the extent to which those resources cotild be

led, determined whether or not outposts and

would"follow _e,e_,._'_[orers into the new

,The exploration _f_flie solar system will
similar challenges_:_nd opportunities. To

is testing techniques



surfaceand the largely carbon dioxMe atmosphere

of Mars, to acquire water from possible ice deposits

in permenantly shadowed regions near the lunar

poles and permafrost or liquid reservoirs beneath

the martian surface, and to produce rocket

propellants from the materials available at the
Moon, Mars, o1 on asteroids. NASA is also

developing a mineral-based long lasting fertilizer

that could be mixed with the local planetary soils

to grow food crops.

"Progressis not a leapin thedark,but a

successionof logicalsteps." RobertGoddard

Equipment Testing and Engineering

For equipment to work on the Moon, Mars, or on

asteroids, it must be designed for and tested in

environments Similar to those places. NASA has

chambers that will serve as planetary environment

simulators. In the_:ehambers_ the _m_.eratures,
surface and,..

dusty
NASA's

for Space be _ll6wn*,z !
to simulate lunar.gravity(roughly 1/6 of Earth's .. ;, " .. ;L

gravity) and martian gravity (roughly 3/8 o Earths . ?_. ,_: .:_>_S:_._::_: :"-:---

_the new space
_ed for planeta_s_tnqab_s i .......

y -are

gravity).
suits bein

right

explorati

The sys mentioned above are

only a is
develo

st ructures__.t'emote medical

sensors and •electronics ..... Even_more exotic, -:_

swtems. These lightweight :and efficient rocket -
en2ines could revolutionize ue-travel in

space. ..
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Summary

Throughout recorded history, small groups of

explorers have pushed back the edge of the frontier

and opened up new territories for others to follow.

As the 20th Centur 3 closes, history will record that

in the 1960's humankind opened the vast frontier

beyond Earth's atmosphere. Although the Apollo

program blazed a trail of exploration to the Moon,

the development of space has only reached into

low Earth orbit. The Space Shuttle and

International Space Station programs, and the
communication and scientific satellite networks

established in orbit around the Earth, are all

stepping stones that will enable explorers to venture

once again beyond our home planet.

Exploration is difficult. It is difficult for the people
and machines that travel in extreme environments

and endure harsh conditions, and it is difficult for

the national leaders who must champion and fund

the programs that read t_iScovery and reward.

Christopher Columbus spent many years meeting

with the Kings of Portugal England, and France

only to see his dream of sailing west into the vast

Atlantic with ships and crew, discredited. Queen

Isabella of Spain was willing to look beyond the

many problems plaguing her own shores and see

the potential reward for her investment in the furore.

The voyages of Columbus set the stage for more

Spanish explorers, who turned Spain into a great

world power.

The Apollo program and the unpiloted Lunar

Orbiter, Surveror, Mariner anti.Viking spacecraft
that NASA launched m the 1960 s_iind 1970 s were

our country's first inv,

the solar system.
missions rewarded us

the lunar and martian

eyes territories as vast
combined. The Lunar

Asteroid Rendezvous,/and

', ./m':'_e _xploration of
_OtlC

ews of

before our

of Earth

Near Earth

7nder and

Global Surveyor mlsstons_,are g our

scmntffic conquest of the tuner solar s_stem,
leading'the way for humans ib follow. " ".._i;- -.

. supp!ymg the many components neededt_'e_'lore
_a_ets and:;;"build _:permanemi:'Ou(posts.

Pressurized habitats, planetary rovers, power

/stems, robots, and spacecraft could be built in :?: _.__
fliffen_ countries and combined: together __ _::":{_:: "::_

orb t, on the Moon, or at_aiTaS$;, z .tnte_ -!,?5.
cooperation will not only spread_sks and costs . _ ._>!
associated _-_.,'_,'_..r



nations xenturing out into the solar system together,
for all or" Immankind.

It is also quite likely there will be opporttlnities for

commercial involvement in the exploration of the

solar sx stem. With the privatization of Space

Shuttle operations almost complete and similar

plans tinder discussion for the International Space

Station, attention is already' being focused on how

privately o_ned corporations could participate in

planetary' operations. Current ideas include",

_atherine scientific and natural resource data vmv:"

robotic missions" providing servlces such as_

transportation to and from the Moon; providing!

utilities such as electricity, spacecraft fuel, air a_

water; developing planetary resources; and

building components for planetary outposts, or even

entire complexes, and leasing the facilities, i,?:i_

The world's curiosity about th_universe,
sohu" system in particular now

before. Spectacular ima_

Telescope, the impact of
the success of the Mars

discoveries of possible life on and ice at1

lunar poles are all credited with much

attention. NASA's missmn o_,ploration
low Earth orbit has begun, as _e build a

of technologies, experience ,-and

knowledge. During the first

Century, explorers from

planetary surfaces and ex

ls there life out there in the

not now, but there will be.

"Thereis nothingmoredifficultto takein

hand,or perilousto conduct,or more
uncertaininitssuccess,thantotakethelead

intheintroductionofaneworderofthings."
Niccol_ Machiavelli
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